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Then He also said to the multitudes,  
“Whenever you see a cloud rising out of the west, immediately you say, 

‘A shower is coming’; and so it is.  And when you see the south wind blow, 
you say, ‘There will be hot weather’; and there is. Hypocrites!  

You can discern the face of the sky and of the earth, 
but how is it you do not discern this time?”

Luke 12:54-56 NKJV

I.  The Picture of Why Discernment Is Needed

There is one word, more than any other word, that is associated with the end times in the Bible. 
Whether it is Jesus, the Apostle Paul, Peter, or any other writer in the New Testament.  It is not Jewish 
festivals, and it is not about Israel.  The one most consistent theme of the end times is DECEPTION. 
There will be great deception.

“Jesus said, for false christs and false prophets will rise and show great signs and wonders to deceive, if 
possible, even the elect.” – Matthew 24:24

“And He said: “Take heed that you not be deceived. For many will come in My name, saying, ‘I am He,’ 
and, ‘The time has drawn near.’ Therefore, do not go after them.” – Luke 21:8 

Paul said, “Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith, giving  
heed to deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons...” – I Timothy 4:1

“...and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of 
the truth, that they might be saved.” – II Thessalonians 2:10

II.  The Purpose of Discernment

If this deception is such a big theme, then it behooves us, and it is incumbent upon us to learn how 
to practice the biblical practice of discernment.  Our goal is to get to verse 14 of our text:

“But solid food belongs to those who are of full age, that is, those who by reason of use have their 
senses exercised to discern both good and evil.” – Hebrews 5:14
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Discernment is simply the ability to detect between good and evil.  That seems simple enough if the 
devil showed up with a pitchfork and red horns every time and good shows up surrounded by angels. 
The problem is our Bible tells us that Satan can transform himself into an angel of light.  Therefore, we 
are in need of this thing called spiritual discernment. 

Avoiding deception requires a great deal of discernment from God’s people.  For example, worship 
must be good, but the truth is that we must discern between the worship God likes and the worship 
God dislikes.  God said, they worship me in vain because they draw near to me with their lips, but their 
heart is far from me.  There is a worship that is empty, false and vain. 

III.  The Problem of Lack of Discernment

The writer of Hebrews tells us in chapter 5 that the root cause of a lack of discernment is being 
“dull of hearing.” (Hebrews 5:11) 

Dull means – “slow, lazy, negligent.”  The opposite of this is they are ready to hear and quick to obey. 

Further in Hebrews 5, in verses 12-14, we are given several consequences of this problem:

A.  You are Unable to Grow  (v.12)

“For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you again the first 
principles of the oracles of God; and you have come to need milk and not solid food.”  – Hebrews 5:12

The word “ought” speaks of an underlying expectation of growth.  The word is so strong that it conveys 
the idea that you are bound by obligation.  If you have become a Christian and have been born again, 
you are obligated to grow; you are expected to grow.  Since you are not growing, you must go back to 
the nursery and relearn the alphabet of faith, subsisting on milk rather than on meat.

B.  You are Unskilled in the Word  (v.13)

This is very important – You are unskilled, which means unaccustomed, inexperienced and without trial. 
The word could be translated “untried.”  We are getting close to the cure now, because we learn that 

God uses problems and trials to allow us to grow.  Baby trials, kiddie trials, adolescent trials, young 
married trials, etc...  And, in each one we are to take the Word of Truth, the voice of God, and the Holy 
Spirit that lives within us to overcome in this trial.  That is the secret to growth.
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C.  You are Unable to Discern  (v. 14)

Because we are not of full age or mature, then we cannot do what must be done – discern what is good 
and what is evil. 

IV.  The Plan for Spiritual Discernment

A.  You Must Be Born Again

This is a spiritual discernment, not a natural discernment.
You must be born from above – spiritually – in order to discern spiritual things.

B.  You Must Be Filled with the Holy Spirit

C.  You May Have the Spiritual Gift of Discernment

I Corinthians 12:10 speaks of “discerning of spirits.”

This gift is also in operation when a person is able to discern whether or not a problem in someone’s 
life is demonic or merely the consequence of other emotional and psychological factors – or perhaps a 
complex combination of both.

People with this gift are often able to “detect” or discern the presence of demonic spirits in a room or 
some such location.

Sam Storms said of this: 

I can’t think of another spiritual gift that is so desperately needed in the life 
of the church today.  Consider the many instances when it would prove immensely helpful 
to know whether or not a sin, or an addiction, or the breakdown in a marriage, or a display 

of what appears to be mental illness is the work of sinful choices, or biological factors, 
or emotional wounds from an abusive past, or perhaps the influence of a demonic spirit 

or perhaps even some combination of all of them.

“
“
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D.  You need to be skilled in the Word of God 

You need to be skilled in the Word of God by obeying -putting into practice – what you have learned. 
Hebrews 5:13-14

Verse 13:
“For everyone who partakes only of milk is unskilled in the word of righteousness, for he is a babe.”

Verse 14: 
“But solid food belongs to those who are of full age, that is, those who by reason of use 

have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil.”

Now we come to the remedy, for here, the writer expresses how people come to full age, maturity, and 
possess an ability to discern between good and evil.

The phrase, “reason of use,” and “exercised” must be defined. 

• Reason of Use

“Reason of Use” implies a power acquired by a habit.

• Exercised

“Exercised” is from the Greek word, “gymnazdo.”  This means someone is working out! 
What are they working out? They are working out their senses – their spiritual senses. 
 

So the mature has used what they have to obey God.  

They had a disposition to obey the truth spoken in their lives.
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John Piper said on this subject: 

What verse 14 is saying is that if you want to become mature and understand 
the more solid teachings of the Word, then the rich, nutritional, precious milk 

of God’s gospel promises must transform your moral senses—your spiritual mind—so that 
you can discern between good and evil.  Or let me put it another way.  Getting ready 

to feast on all God’s Word is not first an intellectual challenge; it is first a moral challenge. 
If you want to eat the solid food of the Word, you must exercise your spiritual senses 

so as to develop a mind that discerns between good and evil.

  The startling truth is that, if you stumble over Melchizedek, it may be 
because you watch questionable TV programs.  If you stumble over 

the doctrine of election, it may be because you still use some shady business practices. 
If you stumble over the God-centered work of Christ on the cross, it may be because 

you love money and spend too much and give too little.  The pathway to maturity 
and to solid biblical food is not first becoming an intelligent person, but becoming 

an obedient person.  What you do with alcohol and sex and money and leisure and food 
and computer have more to do with your capacity for solid food 

than where you go to school or what books you read.

“

“


